Introduction.
Let P= ^amnei<>mx+ny) be a double trigonometric series where amn are arbitrary complex numbers. Form the circular partial sums S six, y) = £ amnei!>mx+n*\ (mi+n2)ll-âR
The series will be said to be circular convergent at the point (x, y) to the finite value L(x, y), if lim SrÍx, y) = L(x, y).
The series will be said to be circular summable (C, v), v>0, to the finite value P(x, y) if
(1) ¿nix, y) = -f Suix, y)iR2 -u2)*-ludu P2"70 is such that limfl_M or\x, y) =P(x, y). It has been shown by Hardy [4] that for i7>0
i \ r\ C (
2) <rs (x, y) --j S^x, y)(P -u)"<~ldu R*J o and 0ß'(x, y) are related in the following manner: cg\x, y)-P(x, y)=o(l) if and only if <r# (x, y) -P(x, y)=o(l). This equivalence will be used in §4. We shall say that the double trigonometric series P is circularly summable C at the point (x, y) if there exists an n such that the series is circular summable (C, 77) to a finite value at that point.
The purpose of this paper is to do for double trigonometric series that which Plessner, see Zygmund [7, pp. 256-261] , has done for single series, namely to give a necessary and sufficient condition that a given double trigonometric series be circular summable C. This goal is achieved in Theorem 5. It will be apparent from the definitions and proofs to be given that with appropriate modifications the results of this paper could be extended to multiple trigonometric series.
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[March 2. Generalized Laplacians. The first step necessary in attaining the desired aim of this paper is to give a new definition for generalized Laplacians. (Though several definitions are extant in the literature, none are given in the same form as here. See, for example, Nicolesco [5] and Min Te Cheng [2] .) In a manner analogous to the definition of generalized derivatives in one dimension, Zygmund [7, If all partial derivatives of f of order 2r exist and are continuous in a neighborhood of (x0, yo), then the generalized rth Laplacian exists and equals Ar/(x0, yo).
For simplicity of notation let us assume that (x0, yo) is the origin. Then using Taylor's expansion in two variables we have for {x2-\-y2)ll2 = t sufficiently small that /o(/) = il/2ir)ftfit cos 0, t sin 6)dd.
We can now state and prove a theorem which is tantamount to the sufficiency condition for circular summability C.
is at the point X0 circularly summable iC,2a),a>r + l/i, to the value Ar/(Z0).
Bochner [l ] has proved this theorem for r = 0. Throughout this proof we shall, therefore, assume that r<£l.
Without loss of generality, we shall assume that X0 coincides with the origin, and consequently we see that we are given
We observe furthermore that there exists a trigonometric polynomial
something which clearly can be done for we have r+1 equations in r + 1 unknowns, and the determinant of the coefficients is nonvanishing.
converges to ar at the origin. Putting these last few facts together we see that there is no loss in generality in assuming that ao = <~i= • • ■ =ar = 0. We thus have reduced the theorem to the case where /o(/) =o(¿2r), and we therefore have to prove that Ar@[f] is circularly summable (C, 2a) to zero at the origin. We, therefore, conclude from (3) and (4) Designating the constant
by bk, we have B*{c) = 2s bk---
and consequently from (5) that
We shall now show that each term of the sum on the right side of (6) is o(l) as P-»oo. Fix . and let 1/P be less than ô. Then since foil) = o(/2r) and 72"+A;+i(¿P)=0((/P)2a+*+1) as i-»0 we have that r1IR mo j2a+k+iitR) r1IR where r is an integer greater than y +1. Designate the sum of this series by F{X). Then a sufficient condition for T to be circularly summable {C, 2a) at the point Xo to the value s, a>r+l/4, is that F{X) have a generalized rth Laplacian at that point equal to s.
4. The necessary condition for circular summability C. We shall now state and prove a theorem which will give us a necessary condition for summability C. 
2*[{2r)\] |Í¡V | M |2'
Then the generalized rth Laplacian of F{X) exists at the point X0 and is equal to s.
We clearly can assume from the start that a0 = 0 and that X0 is the origin. Furthermore, since there exists a trigonometric polynomial Ti{X) without a constant term such that Ti{0)=s, we can by Theorem 1 assume that s = 0. Also by increasing a, if necessary, we may suppose that r = a+l.
Using the equivalence mentioned in §1, we see that the following two conditions are given to us: (10) is ( -I e"< 2tJ o
Setting y{u) =J0{u)/u2r for w>0, we see that (12) can be written as
It is necessary at this point to prove some lemmas. We shall adopt the following conventions in so doing:
Io. a0 = 0.
2 . Sr -Sr =Sr{0)= / AM\-£Ra\f.
3°. $$=f«Stl)du.
4°. y™{u)=dky{u)/duk; y^{u)=y{u).
It is to be noticed also that (14) àRk) = A! Sr'/R". Lemma 1. Zwsfi a^d 7l7|i) = -fRSu{dy{ut)/du)du+SRy{Rt) for t>0.
To prove the lemma define an additive function of sets x, additive (B) on every figure in the plane in the following manner: XÍM) =amn, where M is a lattice point.
x(Ujiril7) = Ux{M) for any finite union of lattice points. x(P) =x(P^A), where P is any bounded Borel set and A is the set of lattice points in the plane.
X is clearly an additive function of sets defined on the Borel sets of any figure, and if we designate by Cr the closed circle of radius P with center at the origin, we have that SR=fCRdx{P).
Now letting/c"(P)
stand for the characteristic function of C" and |P| = (P2+S2)1/2. we have that Since there is nothing to prove if 2a = 0, we shall assume that 2a is an integer greater than zero.
By the equivalence between frf"' and a^"' mentioned in the introduction and by (10), we see that
Observing that the number of lattice points in the annulus determined by the circles Cä+2_+i and Cr is OiR) as P-» °°, where C_ is a circle with center at the origin and radius K, we also see that for/ = 1, 2, and the theorem will be proved when it is shown that the integral on the right of (23) is o(l) as /-K). We split this integral into two parts, obtaining
We shall show that both A and B are o(l).
Since X(z) is a function regular in the plane, there exists a constant K such that |A<2a+1)(s)| áP for \z\ _S1. Consequently To show that P is o(l), we observe that 
where K is a constant = ¿2_+l 7(Sa+l)(Mi) g
M272r f M2r
We furthermore observe that by (21), (24), and (25), which fact concludes the proof of the theorem. 5. Statement of main result. From Theorems 3 and 4, we obtain the following theorem which constitutes the desired goal of this paper.
Theorem 5. Let T= YLamneiimx+nv) be a double trigonometric series with coefficients amn = o{{m2-\-n2)'r), yà-L A necessary and sufficient condition that the series should be circularly summable C at the point (x0, yo) to the sum s is that there exists an integer r>y + l such that if then ArF{xo, yo) exists and is equal to s.
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